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Description:

The theory of relativity convinced many philosophers that space and time are fundamentally alike, and that they are mere aspects of a more
fundamental space-time. In The Nature of Time, Ulrich Meyer argues against this consensus view. Instead of a spatial account of time that treats
instants like positions in space, he presents the first comprehensive defense of a modal account that emphasizes the similarities between times and
the possible worlds in modal logic. Modal accounts of time are naturally cast in terms of a tense logic that accounts for temporal distinctions in
terms of primitive tense operators. Tense logic was originally developed to provide a linguistic theory of verb tense in natural languages, but here
Meyer proposes that it can be treated as a metaphysical theory of the nature of time. Contrary to popular belief, such modal accounts of time do
not commit us to the view that there is something metaphysically special about the present moment, and they are easily reconciled with the theory
of relativity.

Meyers The Nature of Time is a terrific and very innovative addition to the literature on time. He combines a novel proposal about how to think
about time (or, more specifically, moments of time) with several really clear and helpful chapters surveying the ways others have tried to understand
time. Later chapters discuss how his approach relates to presentism (the view that only the present moment exists), the passage of time, and
relativity. I cant adequately summarize his solution to the nature of time here--it involves thinking of times as linguistic entities--but it is very rare to
say the least to find a really fresh theoretical contribution to a 2500 year-old field of study! Meyer knows his stuff really well, and there is a lot of
good material here both for the technical philosopher and for anyone else interested in the nature of time. Anyone who is serious about grappling
with time should own this book.
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